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Conclusions
The LUC concept has potential for large-scale implementation for heating and cooling, and could 

Paris Accord.

LUC Project in Erica. Top: Seismic Profile and Top Bentheim Depth Map. Bottom from left: Stochastic simula-
tion of six financial variables excluding CO2 pricing; Modeling for initial investment screening and break even; 
and Unit cost simulations including government subsidy (15 years) and CO2 pricing [1,2].

Well geometry. First, a pilot hole is drilled, 
logged and tested. The static- and dynamic tests 
determine the well trajectories of the producer - 
and injector wells that are drilled next. 
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Motivation
Historically, geothermal projects in 
The Netherlands, receive subsidy on 
actual energy delivered. This policy 
stimulates large-scale developments 
and maximization of production 
rates. Typically, operators produce at 
the highest pressures and velocities 
permitted by the regulator. This 
mode of operation increases the 
chance of induced seismicity and en-
dangers public acceptance. It also 
leads to more wear-and-tear of the 
installation, hence increased operat-
ing costs. Furthermore, the model de-
pends on a high-quality aquifer to be 
present in the vicinity of customers 
with a high heat demand. These con-
straints limit the application of geo-
thermal energy in the country. Here, 
we present an alternative solution 

has wider applicability: Low Unit Cost 
(LUC) geothermal development.

Low Unit Cost (LUC) Concept
In LUC developments we strive to optimize the total 
amount of heat (MWth) that can be harvested from a 

-
cient manner. The heat demand at the surface is the 
driving force. We meet the known demand with one 
or more LUC installations of around 1.5 MWth each. For 

logged and tested. The static – and dynamic test re-
sults prove whether or not the aquifer at this location 
can produce the required volumes at low pressures. If 
the project is stopped, only a small investment is writ-

-
jector well are drilled parallel to each other, centered 
on the test location, and parallel to the aquifer bed-
ding. The well trajectories and other design parame-
ters follow from the test results. As each LUC installa-
tion operates at low pressures, the risks of induced 
seismicity and wear-and-tear are minimized. Operat-
ing costs are further reduced by the choice of premi-
um-quality material. 

Conventional vs. LUC
Parameter
CAPEX (€ x 106)

OPEX (% of CAPEX)

Power (MWth)

Depth (mTVD - vertical)

Aquifer (reservoir name)

Thickness of aquifer (m)

Porosity

Permeability (mD)

Flowrate (m /hr)

∆T heat extraction (°C)

Corrosion prevention

Fluid velocity (% of νc)

kinetic Energy - Ekin (KJ)

IRR - earning power (%)

NPV @ 4%  (€ x 106)

 (%)

Economic success POS (%) 

ACL-project * 

25

3% (estimate)

14

10 -15

1,900

Slochteren Sst

60 -70

22%

490

325

40

sacri�cial pipe

325%

260

unknown 

unknown

unknown

50

HAL-project * 

22

3 - 5% 

7

15

2,200

Delft Sst

63

20%

2330

165

35

chemical + logs

400%

100

5%

<< 22

<< 100%

< 10 

LUC Enschede [3] 

6.5

< 2 % 

3.6

20

1,700

Tubbergen Fm

30 -40

20%

200

100

30

CRA

85%

35

14%

12.7 (20 yr)

210 %  

> 90

LUC Erica [1] 
3.6

3 % 

1.5

25

1,500

Bentheim Sst

30 -40

22%

140

35

35

CRA

50%

9

14%

6 (30 yr)

166 %  

> 90

Notes
 calculated estimate based on data from www.nlog.nl, ministry of EZK, Staatscourant (government paper) and 

other public sources
 power-ratio: delivered thermal-power over total electric pump-power needed (to operate the system)
 CRA is Corrosion Resistant Alloy (e.g., 13Cr material, also CRA-cladding of wellhead equipment)
 νc
 calculated from publicly available data: https://www.nlog.nl/haagse-aardwarmte-leyweg
 the rate (%) at which future money is discounted to calculate NPV of the investment
 the increase of the investment sum (over total project duration) against a given bank-rate (interest)
 this project is unlikely to generate a positive economic return on total invested capital

 pricing of € 125/ton (by 2030) into account

* HAL: Haagse Aardwarmte Leyweg; ACL: Aardwarmte Combinatie Luttelgeest

Key commercial parameters of two representative, conventional geothermal systems and two published LUC examples [1,2,3].Erica perspective view


